For over 35 years, Community College Review (CCR) has been a leading journal for the publication of scholarly, peer-reviewed research and commentary on community colleges. CCR is currently seeking manuscripts for a special issue on ethical foundations for community college administrators. Articles may include scholarly essays or research reports on topics such as, but not limited to:

- A review of extant scholarship on ethics in the community college, which defines ethical dilemmas inherent in community college administration, and reconsiders what previous scholars had to say.
- Ethical foundations directly related to making ethical decisions in community colleges.
- A set of values common to community colleges (which might be applicable to all of higher education). Discussion could include subjectivism versus objectivity, relativism versus universality, or intrinsic versus instrumental values.
- How community college administrators should pursue practical wisdom in dealing with ethical challenges.
- On the topic of virtue ethics: how the debate between traditionalists and postmoderns, that is, how each thinks the other is a threat to ethics, affects community college administrators’ pursuit of excellence.

Manuscripts due by October 22, 2010

Prospective authors may contact the guest editors by e-mail for brief suggestions about the subject matter of manuscripts at:
- Dr. Arthur D. Stumpf
  ads124@colled.msstate.edu
- Dr. Lynn Holt
  dlh4@msstate.edu
- Dr. Ed Davis
  jed11@colled.msstate.edu

Manuscript Submission Guidelines are available at ccreview.sagepub.com
All manuscripts should be submitted electronically via Manuscript Central
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ccr